
B B C ANNEX A 

Unprofessional and/or insulting attitudes and poor behaviour, demonstrated by a 

2 number of staff. This includes towards detainees with pre-existing mental health 

3 difficulties who are not treated appropriately at times by some staff at the IRC. This 

4 directly undermines the Home Office's policy that detainees with mental illnesses 

5 can be "satisfactorily managed" within the IRC. The unprofessional and/or insulting 

6 attitudes and poor behaviour includes an officer sleeping when he should have been 

7 closely monitoring a detainee who posed a risk to himself and on another occasion 

8 officers not informing healthcare about an incident of self-harm in order to avoid 

9 having to conduct a constant supervision. 

10 On the 25th April, following being subject to a use of physical restraint, detainee I D1527 

1 1 started screaming. DCO Charlie Francis made comments including "we're getting bored with this", 

12 "are you a man or a mouse" and "come on stop being a baby". 

13 On the 4th of May, DCO Aaron Stokes said that the best way to deal with a detainee named 

14 L._ D1527 'was, "to turn away hopefully he's swinging". We understand this to mean that 

15 DCO Aaron Stokes hoped the detainee would hang himself. 

16 On the 27th of May DCO Dave Webb, who also acts as a restraint trainer (despite not having his 

17 final qualifications), while getting kitted up for a planned restraint, instructed an inexperienced 

18 member of staff in relation to a shield, to "hit with the edge anywhere between the knee and the 

19 throat and you just keep fucking going-, "hit him with the big gun". When asked if he meant the 

20 shield, DCO Dave Webb said "yes you don't stop until he's got nowhere else to go". Another 

21 officer added "if he dies he dies" — the detainee in question had a heart condition and had undergone 

22 triple bypass heart surgery, which officers were aware of. 

23 On the l  of June the same officer, DCO Dave Webb, stated that during the restraint of Kosovan 

24 detainee L. D149 ._.:he (Webb) hurt his L .0149_ j) arm so severely, his screams could be heard 

25 in other parts of the IRC. 

26 In a conversation with Yan Pascali on 1st of June, DCO Dave Webb discussed that assaulting 

27 detainees only took place inside rooms, which we understand to mean where there is no CCTV. 

28 On the 14th of June a detainee, with serious pre-existing mental health issues who was later 

29 sectioned in a psychiatric hospital, was threatened by DCO Derek Murphy who said, "clean this 

30 window", "tell him if he keeps going I'm going to smash the fucking shit out of him", "listen listen 

31 stop fucking about you understand stop" and "I don't want to come back in this room again you'll be 

32 in trouble all right". 

33 On the 14th of June DCO Derek Murphy said to detainee D1275 who had taken 

34 spice, "look at the state of that", "imagine bringing that home to mother" and "absolutely no 

35 sympathy for them at all... if he dies he dies". 

36 On the 15th of June, DCO Sean Sayers was seen to be asleep and, at other times, not paying 

37 attention while on a Constant Supervision on E Wing. 1-Hs lack of observation was witnessed by 

38 manager DCM Steve Loughton. This could have put a detainee at risk. 

39 On the 3rd of July DCM Chris Donnelly said of detainees who go on hunger strike, that, "I don't 

40 know if these guys have all got overprotective mums", imitated a mother feeding a baby and said 

41 "they think we are all as soft as shite and will let them out". 
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